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About This Game

Battle For Landriel is an RTS without the direct control of the units. The game events take place during the countless invasions
of the armies of orcs and goblins, the dead and other evil things. The responsibility to construct the base lies on the shoulders of

the young commander, including the gathering of resources, as well as helping the warriors in battle with the spells. At first
sight, everything is quite simple, but do not be fooled. The countless Orcs go through the obelisks into our world, and a tactical
approach required for the victory. At the end of each level, there will be a vast upgrade window for you, which is much help in

the fight against the invaders.

Upgrade the skills, monitor the resources and drive the Orcs back into their world. The key to victory is a carefully considered
and designed strategy! Only then you can save the blooming lands of Landriel!
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DROD RPG <3. Great just what I wanted if you don't care for the extra tribes and you just want the story dlc in a bundle buy
this thank you Monolith good price to.. Its Really Really Fun I Enjoyed It Even The Bot Practice Was Fun. The game is horrible
at the moment just don't buy it. I regret buying it i mean i knew it would take a while to fix it as it happened with Guild 2 BUT
after 2 years the game it's still unplayable.

Most of the positive reviewers have under 2 hours play time don't know how they even dare to comment lol. You can't play the
game as it is now. Simply put nothing works it feels like a pre-alpha AFTER 2 YEARS! I had hope and i really wished they
would fix the game in 1 year or so but my fault for having expectations i guess.. Best lookign Arkanoid game. It's also sideways
because the authors are so special.. While I like these types of games very much, I just don't find DoA very fun. To be clear, for
an Early Access game, I think it's in a great state. For me personally, there are just glaring flaws in the game's core design the
eliminates the fun.

For example: While I understand their desire to create strategic decisions in combat, I feel like I am punished for playing cards
because each card I play goes to the "trash". While you can spend points to recover your cards from the trash, it creates a tedious
an unenjoyable cycle every combat. This becomes even more frustrating as your deck grows in size, and now you start going
through tradeoffs of deciding to take damage because you don't want to play a card yet. It then gets worse as building combos in
the deck (part of why you deck build) punishes you.

I would also say there's a lot of unnecessary complexity when it comes to an awkwardly implemented resource management
system. Don't get me wrong, the impact it has on what you can do is fun, but the effort to get there is not.

While I think the art is great, the game is stable, and the rogue-like travel is fun, at this point unless you like the core design
mechanic of restrictive card play, it may not be an enjoyable game.. Bugs. This game has bugs, some of which are
GAMEBREAKING, so i would steer clear of this game unless the devs put in some major work clearing these away. Even after
this is done, I wouldn't invest in this product. It is lacking a whole lot of interesting features and mechanics that would work so
well in a game about the Mafia. The fact that it is turn based, as opposed to real time also rubs me the wrong way, and I am not
even sure why, maybe just nitpicking, as there is no reason that turn based shouldn't work for this game.

There is just the basic attack, defend or ceasefire when it comes to district wars. Ther is no diplomacy with the other families,
no real diplomacy with the law. There are a lot of flaws, though that is not uncommon for PC games, and to be honest a lot of
the flaws here are not terrible. The few game-breaking bugs don't seem like they are that difficult to fix, and last I saw on the
forum, they had aknowledged one of the bugs to fix, so they may be fixed inside a week either way.

 TLDR: If this game is on sale for less than $12 or so, I would say it wouldnt the worst thing in the world to buy, but not for $20,
there are dozens of better games for that price.
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It was good. My ending was good but felt like a cliff hanger. The ending in my opinion really lacked. It should have continued
or should have a part 2 coming out at the least. The choices were very by the book, though with some they didn't fit with how
my character had been made. The romance was bland at best, and the mystery of who killed the Wolf god was very obvious. If a
part two is made it will significantly help the story. In my opinion ending it after only this long was a poor choice. I felt like I
did not really have enough timme to really come into my own character. Right at the end is when I finally felt, "Oh, I am finally
me now". But then it just ended in what in my opinion was the middle of a story that could turn out to be really well done if
continued. I will be waiting to see if there is another one.. loved it ! but sadly can't find matches online :(. I've played it twice
over so far. Once by myself, another with a friend beside me.

Ignore the negative reviews. This isn't Fortnite. This is an atmospheric, story driven psychological horror.
Play The Cat Lady, then Downfall, and then top it off with this beautiful finale.

-Soundtrack is absolutely amazing.
-Voice acting is quite great.
-Pacing feels perfect. There's never a drag or a dull moment.
-There's so much attention to detail in the background and foreground. i.e. subtle symbolism.
-Choices do matter and will change certain things.
-Clearly a work of passion.
-VERY reasonably priced for what it delivers compared to most AAA trash that costs $60 + day 1 DLC.
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. This was pretty good. Very much like a history lesson. Back in the days the Shaolin Temple was
destroyed by foreigners many times, and I felt the difficulty of seeking enlightenment versus dealing with the outside world.

Of course, demons do tempt people, as you can see in this game-book, so it reflects the culture pretty well, though Shaolin
monks don't eat meat. Nowadays I hear the government controls some things though.

The Chinese is pretty much accurate. Not all Chinese monks practice kung fu though, which is a misconception I sure don't wish
people to have. Further, no monk would take advice from a demon.

The game was pretty short though.. This game is bad. I played on a lowered resolution for frames. Then after i tried to build a
fire i could hardly find wood. I begin to randomly press buttions to find inventory to play fire but the game's unhelpful guide
could hardly be read because about half of the damn book was off screen. so i wasnt able to find inventory and died to a bear..
More than just a shoot-em-up! Super cool!. The worst Wipeout knock-off I've ever played.. Wow! I am blown away! This game
oozes with quality, especially how well it's translated! The music put me over the edge and absolutely blew my mind. Very well
done! 10\/10!
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